This paper analyzes about supernatural power which is found in the Drama The 
Introduction
The Tempest written by William Shakespeare tells about the Duke of Milan, Prospero, and his daughter, Miranda, doing survival for their life using supernatural power. It is a kind of Drama. Orkus (2012) states that Drama is one of those neat words that can be used in several different ways. It can be used to describe a certain type of play or movie where lots of stuff happens. Also, a person or an event can be described as dramatic.
Drama has many characters of the play. In The Tempest, Some of the characters have supernatural power. The main characters who use supernatural power are Prospero and Ariel. Prospero, as the first actor, uses his supernatural power to survive in the island and to return his position as duke of Milan. He uses magic and some other spirits to help him to revenge without harming the people. He uses supernatural power as called supernaturalism. Supernaturalism is belief in supernatural forces or agencies as producing effects in this world [2] . 
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In this research, supernatural power which is used by some characters in the story is discussed. This is significant to discuss to make sure that supernatural power can be a positive thing to learn in Literature. Long time ago, some people told that supernatural power is a negative thing to learn and can injure other people. But in this story, the supernatural power does not show that it is a harmful thing to learn but it is very useful to return the life of Prospero.
Literature Review
According to Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary (Hornby, 1995: 1199) supernatural means something that cannot be explained by the laws of science. It relates to superstition which cannot be explained by science, Supernatural is beyond the approach of science. It has been evident by the nature. It is considered either above nature and the powers of nature or an answer to the unanswered events. Thus, it is contradiction with naturalism. In addition, superstition (Hornby, 1995 (Hornby, : 1199 is the belief that certain events cannot be explained by reason or science, or that they bring good or bad luck; fear of what is unknown or mysterious. The use of the Supernatural in Shakespeare's work is generally well-known. In The Tempest, Prospero uses magic as a supernatural force in the story.
In A General Theory of Magic, Mauss (1972: 24) classifies magic as a social phenomenon, akin to religion and science, but yet a distinct category. In practice, magic bears a strong resemblance to religion. Both use similar types of rites, materials, social roles and relationships to accomplish aims and engender belief. They both operate on similar principles, in particular those of consecration and sanctity of objects and places, interaction with supernatural powers mediated by an expert, employment of symbolism, sacrifice, purification and representation in rites, and the importance of tradition and continuation of knowledge. Magic and religion also share a collective character and totality of belief. The rules and powers of each are determined by the community's ideals and beliefs and so may slowly evolve. Additionally neither supports partial belief. Belief in one aspect of the phenomena necessitates belief in the whole, and each incorporates structural loopholes to accommodate contradictions.
Research Method
This research is done by analyzing data in the form of description. The method used is Descriptive Method in which the discussion will be described to show that the supernatural power can be discussed scientifically. 
Discussion
The play tells a big tempest which is made by Prospero who is the protagonist character using supernatural power. Duke of Milan and a master magician who was ousted by his opponent ended up stranded on an island was uninhabited. He has a daughter.
Her name is Miranda. Prospero's brother, Antonio is jealous with him. He does not want Prospero to ascend the throne so conspiracy scenario started organized. Thus, Prospero and his daughter who was still three years old are abandoned on the island.
His supernatural magic skill is considered as a dangerous thing for all countries. They use a boat. Undetected by any other people, Gonzalo, the King's counselor, had secretly supplied their boat with plenty of food, water, clothes and the most-prized books from Prospero's library. They lived on the island for twelve years. Prospero has some magician power, and with the study of magic, and the help of his power, he will be 
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The main factor in which Shakespeare makes up the atmosphere of the island is around the supernatural: the magic of Prospero is based in the tradition of the alchemy with which he controls all that occurs on the island, including the captivating music of Ariel, the references to Sycorax (the previous master of Ariel), etc. Magic is the only tool that Prospero uses to exercise his power. But finally Prospero will refuse his power, because he gets the Duke of Naples for his daughter, so it won't be necessary any more to practice that power. Shakespeare did not really explain why Prospero refused to his magic, but he gave Prospero a God-like status to return to the world.
There are some characters who use supernatural power. Prospero is helped by Ariel. Ariel is the first supernatural element that appears in the play of the tempest. He is the main and most important supernatural character. He is the spirit of the island.
Ariel was pinned and imprisoned in a cloven pine tree where Sycorax had left him twelve years before. Prospero released him by using his magic art hence Ariel became his servant to do everything whatever Prospero wanted. He made Ariel as the source of his magical powers and became Ariel's master. Ariel helped Prospero much. He used many ways to trick the enemies of Prospero, Gonzalo, his usurping brother and others.
He used music to captivate others.
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The supernatural spirits summoned by Ariel can be classified as those of fire, air, water, and earth. Ariel created all of incidents which came to the ship using his supernatural power. Ariel got into the King's ship. In the shape of a flame, he appeared on the bow of the ship, then in every cabin and thus he terrified everybody. Fire is evoked in lightning and the forms taken by Ariel as flames on the masts of the ship. The spirits of the air, which include Ariel, are of the highest type. The music, noises, thunder, sounds, and sweet airs which flood the island pertain also to the air. A reference to these is given by Caliban.
Ariel:
All hail, great master! grave sir, hail! I comeTo answer thy best pleasure; be't to fly,To swim, to dive into the fire, to rideOn the curl'd clouds, to thy strong bidding taskAriel and all his quality.
Prospero:
Hast thou, spirit,Perform'd to point the tempest that I bade thee?
To every article. it to be fly, to swim, to plunge into fire, to ride on the curling clouds. Ariel will do whatever his master wants although it is the most difficult thing to execute. Prospero Prospero is successful to make his enemies on the ship to strand in the island by helping of Ariel. They are safe. Nobody is harm. But finally Prospero will refuse his power, because he gets the Duke of Naples for his daughter, so it won't be necessary any more to practice that power. Shakespeare didn't really explain why Prospero refused to his magic, but he gave Prospero a God-like status to return to the world.
Conclusions
After doing analysis of the story of Drama The Tempest, some results are found. From the results, conclusions can be described. First, supernatural power is exist in the story.
It can be seen from the act and scene. The story is full of supernatural power. There are some characters using supernatural power. The main character, Prospero use magic or supernatural power. The second, the supernatural power is used by the main character for a purpose. He is Prospero. It is done to reach his position as Duke of Milan. He does not use his power for negative thing but for his and his daughter future. To reach it, Prospero is helped by some spirits who have supernatural power. First spirit is Ariel.
Prospero is like his master for Ariel. Prospero has saved Ariel from the tree when first
